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most fans are nostalgic for their typical work. This time, Nike sends 
again 
tables, a pair of Air Lava Dome 2.4 new works, the overall still retains Air 

Lava Dome classic appearance, details of the site has a slight change, shoes 
The 
face is made of suede and mesh, matching the Nike ACG 

's engraved outsole, with bright colors attached to detail, matches the 

toned toned vamp is more outstanding. This is for Air Lava Dome 2.4

has been sold in each Nike Sportswear shop, and want to start with 

shoe fans, please be careful. 2012-4-7 09:46 upload and download attachments (165.03 KB) 
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Nike Basketball officially released a specially built for Houston in 2013 at the NBA all star game of the new LeBron X/Kobe 8 System
and KD V series of theme again to the Milky Way for inspiration, but the design of the galaxy is another scene, Nike is the three star
specially created three symbol of a fictional planet. The whole series is around Nike Space Program (NSP) expansion. 

LeBron X and Kobe Houston mission, KD V and Nike Zoom and Nike Air as the sole and the shoe body Hyperfuse and dynamic heel
support to help Kevin Durant to help build western victory Houston mission. 2013-1-23 08:39 (174.9> upload and download
attachments
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